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departure finger as possible (they should
be touching). When playing high up on
the instrument, the thumb should
remain in the departure position until
the destination finger has completed the
shift; it can then adjust to the new hand
shape as appropriate.

Shifting
A guide to left and right hand use and the art of Classical and Romantic shifts
Louise Lansdown
Head of strings and viola pedagogue at Birmingham Conservatoire of Music, UK

On one finger
Playing scales using only one finger is
a great way to warm up the hand, arm
and ears before intensive scale or study
practice. Always concentrate on your
weaknesses, and listen hard.
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hree reasons there be which justify the use of positions. Necessity, convenience, and elegance,’
wrote Leopold Mozart in A Treatise on the Fundamental Principles of Violin Playing. ‘Necessity
manifests itself when several lines are drawn over the usual five lines. Convenience requires
the use of the positions in certain passages where the notes are set so far apart that they cannot
be played otherwise without difficulty. And finally the positions are used for the sake of elegance when
notes which are cantabile occur closely together and can be played easily on one string. Not only is equality
of tone obtained thereby, but also a more consistent and singing style of delivery.’
Learning to shift well is key for having freedom on your instrument, and for establishing and
enhancing your individual style. Many great violists have a particular way of moving around the
instrument that shapes their approach and sound colour. This requires a full understanding of the
fingerboard, which improves security, intonation, expressivity, freedom, mobility and more.
A poor choice of shift can result in an inappropriate colour or timbre, or a loss of sound quality.
On many violas the A string can sound horrid; on the C, if you don’t focus the sound correctly by
shifting in the way most appropriate to your instrument, you can sound more like you’re killing a
mosquito than making music. Use your ear to tell you when to shift, rather than using what other
violists do as a guide. If your viola doesn’t sound great at a certain point on the A string, play that
part of the music on the D string instead. It is important to be flexible in your approach.

Are your knees, hips and pelvis flexible and
balanced, with core support from the diaphragm?
Are your head, neck and left thumb free?

Useful studies that focus on
shifting can be found in Garth Knox’s
book Viola Spaces. These are beautiful,
accessible, contemporary studies for
viola. No.3, called ‘One Finger’, involves
completing series of strange and
complicated manoeuvres using one finger
at a time (exercise 1). It is a fantastic
study for improving freedom and
fingerboard familiarity, it exercises both
small and large movements, and it is
brilliant ear training.
Other useful studies in the book are
no.6 on harmonics, which is good for
building left-hand flexibility; and no.7,
which looks at shifting on quartertones.
This is very useful for training pitch and
flexibility of the left hand.
Remember that the right arm plays
just as important a role in shifting as
the left.
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Basic principles
Figure 1a shows the string being compressed before
a shift; figure 1b shows the release of the finger
while moving from the note of origin to the
destination note. This is the basic principle for all
shifting and sliding. There are three ways to shift:
Move on the departure finger; play the
destination note on a new finger.
Move on the new or old finger; use the same
finger to play the destination note.
Move on the departure finger; switch to the new
finger just before the destination note.
As you shift up when playing a scale, the angle
of the arm and elbow should adapt as shown in
figures 2a and 2b. In first position the rhomboid
muscle is activated; on reaching the destination
note, the pectoral muscles are released.
Figures 3a–d show downward shifting in a
scale. Bring the destination finger as close to the
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Support your viola using your left arm and thumb,
and only the natural weight of the head. Violas
differ wildly in size and it is easy to overstretch the
scapula and deltoid muscles, and to over-compress
the pectoral muscles, when playing a large
instrument. You should always be comfortable and
able to move freely. If you have tiny hands and have
to bring your elbow far forward when moving up
the string, you could play on, for example, the
G string instead of the C string, so that you don’t
have to overstretch in a way that causes discomfort.

Figure 1b

Figure 2a

Figure 2b

Figure 3a

Figure 3b

Figure 3c

Figure 3d

Play a D major or minor one-octave
scale on the C string, using only your first
finger. Make sure there is no tension in
your arm or shoulder as you move.
Now do the same exercise on all
fingers, on all strings.
Try shifting in other patterns: 1–2,
1–3, 1–4; 2–1, 2–3, 2–4, etc.

Exercises
Posture
Shifting requires flexibility, balance, and a constant
feeling of tension and release. When you shift up,
the instrument pushes towards your neck; when
you shift down, it is supported by your head.

Figure 1a

Do you want the shift to occur in the
new bow or the old bow?
How fast is your bow moving in relation
to the speed of your left-hand shift?
Once you have freedom in your left
hand and side, you will find that your
right side improves too.
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Exercise 1

= 96
all with first finger

Garth Knox Viola Spaces Study no.3, ‘One Finger’

1

Repertoire
The way you shift depends on the repertoire you are playing. When you play Stamitz,
for example, you shouldn’t shift in the same way that you do when you play Brahms.
The technique for each is completely different and should be practised in isolation. To
work on your Classical and Romantic shifts, try applying each style to scales and
studies as well as within repertoire.
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Classical shifts
When playing examples 1 and 2:
Bow lightly for each shift; if necessary, lift the
bow to obscure the shift completely.
Move the left hand cleanly and lightly,
with clear, elegant articulation.
Release your left thumb before moving to the
destination note, first playing it as a harmonic and
then placing the finger down fully on the string.

Avoid shifting under slurs when possible; when
unavoidable, ensure that the shift is executed as
seamlessly, rhythmically and lightly as possible,
and that the legato of the slur is preserved.
Romantic shifts
In examples 3 and 4 shifts can be more obvious
and imaginative. Use a heavier, legato bow,
without breaking the melodic line as your left
hand moves.

Example 1 Use the auxiliary finger (the first finger, used on the C sharp) to shift up a minor 3rd to E, so that your fourth finger is in the
correct position to play the dotted crotchet A on the third beat of the bar. Maintain a legato left hand throughout. The bow should not be
in full contact with the string when the shift takes place.

Studies

Stamitz Viola Concerto in D major op.1
4

2

Example 2 The same principles can be used here as in example 1
4

Bach Suite no.4 in E flat major BWV 1010 – Prelude
4

18

4

Example 3 Here Brahms’s slurs encourage us to play legato, with a full, warm sound and active vibrato. Highlight the opening
interval with an expressive shift.
II
1

3

I / II
4

Brahms Sonata in E flat for viola and piano op.120 no.2

Ševčík op.8 Changes
of Position and
Preparatory Scale
Studies is a useful
and methodical way
of working on shifting
movements. It contains
many different
patterns to familiarise
students with moving
around the instrument.

3

Example 4 Hindemith has marked this variation to be played Fugato mit bizarrer Plumpheit vorzutragen (with ‘bizarre clumsiness’).
This gives us some artistic licence to use manoeuvres such a slide from the B to the F sharp, as shown here. Give the shift a
heavy, haphazard feel in both the left and right hands.
Hindemith Sonata for viola and piano op.11 no.4 – Variation VI
22

2

2

In Your Practice
You could begin your practice by playing onefinger scales, to attune your ears and warm up
your left hand. After that, four-octave scales and
arpeggios will help you gain freedom when
roaming around the fingerboard.
Make sure you practise shifting both slowly,
to programme the movement into your fingers,
and quickly, so you are able to move effectively
when playing fast passagework. Focus on what
you are less good at doing, rather than what
you are good at.
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Tips for teachers
As a viola teacher, it is particularly important to
have a flexible teaching approach, because the size
and position of the instrument varies so much from
player to player. I work with an osteopath, to help
me assess the physique of each of my students.
Many people have mild scoliosis or other physical
attributes that can impact hugely on how they play.
This helps me to tailor exercises to each individual,
so that they can build the best possible balance
between their body and their instrument.

Schradieck School
of Viola Technique
Volume 1: Exercises
in different positions
is very useful for
building fluidity
into every aspect of
shifting on the viola.
Hoffmeister, Kreutzer
and Campagnoli studies
are also invaluable.

Next month
Cellist Lionel Handy on
double-stops

interview by pauline harding
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